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emotions. Certainly this perspective affected the development of professional
singers; opera singers at that time were
especially considered “suspect” due to
their flamboyant display of emotions.
Voice teachers in England blamed the lack
of outstanding singers on the practice of
raising girls to be blandly polite and selfeffacing, which is not conducive to free
artistic expression.20 The vast majority of
the texts of Claribel’s and Sainton-Dolby’s
songs were set in major keys, furthering a
tendency toward happy and non-provocative expression.
In summary, how women practiced music at that time, and this certainly
includes both Charlottes, was closely tied
to opinions of suitable creativity for women artists. These gender double standards,
however, did not deter either of the
Charlottes from pursuing her individual
musical mission. Unfortunately, neither
could anticipate that their music would
eventually fall largely into obscurity.
Obtaining, studying, and performing the songs of composers such as the
two Charlottes bring us closer to understanding the development of the ballad and popular song form, certainly in
Great Britain and the United States, and
the influence of assumed gender parameters on this music. Our knowledge of
music history continues to be enriched

by the stories and compositions of musicians such as the Charlottes whose talents were integral to the musical society
in which they flourished.
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Songs by Charlotte Alington Barnard (Claribel):
“There’s A Silver Lining to Every Cloud”
(1859)
“The Old Pink Thorn” (1861)
“At Her Window Ho! Hungarian Love Song”
(1862)
“The Sailor Boy” (1862)
“I Leaned Out of the Window” (1864)
“I Cannot Sing the Old Songs” (1865)
“Spinning By Her Cottage Door” (1865)
Songs by Charlotte Sainton-Dolby
“You Said You Wouldn’t But You Did (1870)
“Lost on the Battle Field” (1870)
“When We are Old and Grey” (1872)
“A Song of the Sea” (1872)
“The Sea-Side Kirk” (1874)
“A Sailing We Will Go (1874)
“The Cottage on the Moorland” (1876)
Joyce Andrews is Distinguished Professor of
Music in Voice at the University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh. She combines research with teaching and performing, and her articles on women
composers of the United Kingdom, both contemporary and historical, are published in numerous professional journals including Journal
of Singing and Women & Music. As a soprano
soloist, Andrews has enjoyed a long and multifaceted career in opera, oratorio, concert, and
recital work across the United States, and her
solo compact disc on the Capstone label, Emily
Dickinson Songs, received critical acclaim.

Canto de la Monarca: Mujeres en México / Song of the Monarch:
Women in Mexico, a commissioning and recording project
ANA CERVANTES

Among my primary aims as a musician and
a pianist have been to develop a repertoire
of contemporary Mexican concert music
and to introduce it to audiences in Latin
America, the United States, and Europe
through live performances and recordings.
I often program this music in a dialogue
with works from the “standard” repertoire
as a way of creating connections between
the new music of today and of yesterday.
As part of two commissioning and recording projects, I have invited eminent international composers to write solo piano pieces
around a central theme, which in both cases
to date has emanated from Mexico.
For my first commissioning project,
entitled Rumor de Páramo / Murmurs from
the Wasteland, I commissioned twenty-three
composers from five countries—Mexico,

the US, Spain, Great Britain, and Brazil—
to write a piece for solo piano inspired by
the work of the proto-magic realist Mexican author, Juan Rulfo (1917-86). Rulfo
was one of the most important Spanish-language writers of his time, and he provided
the foundation for Hispanic letters in the
rest of the twentieth century. Nobel-prizewinning novelist Gabriel García Márquez,
author of One Hundred Years of Solitude,
said his work would not have been possible
were it not for Rulfo’s Pedro Páramo.
As a central pillar around which to
build a commissioning project, Juan Rulfo
was ideal. Within what is often thought
of as the author’s small oeuvre—Pedro
Páramo (a short novel, which is also arguably a long narrative poem), and his book
of short stories, El Llano en llamas (The

Burning Plain)—there proved to be enormous richness for a composer’s inspiration. Every composer from Iberoamerica
felt a deep connection with Rulfo’s work,
both literary and photographic. The composers from English-speaking countries,
none of whom knew Rulfo’s oeuvre before
I asked them to participate, responded with
works of enormous eloquence. The collection of twenty-three pieces that resulted
from my request represented an impressive and moving variety of compositional
voices. I performed the world première of
eighteen of the pieces at the International
Cervantino Festival in October of 2006.
The first CD of Rumor was released in October 2006; the second, Solo rumores, at
the end of 2007 (the CD is reviewed elsewhere in this issue).
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By the end of 2008, amidst other activities, I was ruminating on a possible theme
for my next commissioning project. I knew
that it would be centered around Mexico,
and increasingly I felt that it would somehow be related to the idea of people coming
to Mexico and Mexico’s connection to the
world. A friend, a Mexican political scientist, helped me decide. He said: “For me the
symbol of this project is the Monarch butterfly. She is a kind of ambassador to the
world from Mexico, and every year she returns there with the dust of the world on her
wings.” A political scientist with the soul
of a poet! The more I thought about this
concept, the more all my previous thoughts
coalesced around the idea of Women in
Mexico and use of the mariposa Monarca
(Monarch butterfly) as an emblem for the
project. She is a particularly compelling
symbol: a powerful metaphor for persistence and valor in a seemingly fragile body.
I decided to ask each composer for a
piece of six to eight minutes’ duration that
is inspired by a woman from Mexico. The
woman could be alive or have lived centuries ago; she might be a historical figure
or one of mythology and legend (including
someone drawn from Mexico’s rich folkloric music); she might even be a woman
born elsewhere who found her artistic and
personal home in Mexico. The title of the
project would be Canto de la Monarca:
Mujeres en México / Song of the Monarch:
Women in Mexico.
This central pillar was much more
broad-ranging and potentially more amorphous than the Juan Rulfo project because
it involved a complex interweaving of
ideas: women, music, Mexico. For me, this
was a compelling combination, but I was
to find that not everyone comprehended
it. The composers did, as did people who
know and respect my work, but it proved
to be difficult to summarize Monarca in the
soundbite format that many people seem to
need. As a writer friend said, “You had to
blurb this project before it even started to
be born; that’s not easy.”
The Composers
How did I pick the composers I
wanted to participate? This is an enormously personal matter in the sense that I
sincerely believe in what I think of as the
“Authentic Voice” of each composer and
also in the “Authentic Voice” of the interpreter. When the two discs of Rumor were
launched, I was often asked in interviews
12

about the rationale behind my selection of
the composers. I thought about this deeply
and realized that my primary motivation
was curiosity. In many cases I knew the
music of these composers in other contexts
such as chamber or vocal music. As I was
mentally designing Rumor, I found myself
consumed with curiosity about what these
creators would do with the theme of Rulfo,
as expressed through the infinite and magnificent possibilities of my instrument, the
piano.
I believe there are at least two singular
relationships in a commissioning project:
first, between the composer and the idea,
and second, between the composer and
the commissioning artist. There are different thoughts about this. Some composers
will argue that the characteristic “voice” of
the commissioning artist is much less important than the proposed idea of the commissioned work. Others feel that they are
definitely writing for the performer who
has commissioned the piece as well as in
response to the proposed theme or idea.
When a composer catches fire with both

Ana Cervantes
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the commissioning artist and the idea, in
my opinion, it makes the resulting work
doubly powerful, and, incidentally, not just
for the commissioning artist but for any
other interpreter who may subsequently
perform the piece.
I am proud to say that this happy
confluence resulted with almost all of the
pieces I commissioned for Rumor and for
all of the Monarca pieces thus far. The latter is, I am quite sure, partly a result of
the fact that most of the composers who
participate in Monarca also wrote music
for Rumor. It could be persuasively argued
that I should have sought out a completely
different group of composers for this second project. Although I considered this
option, in the end I followed the lead of

my intuition because, again, I was curious about what these composers would do
with this new idea.
This relationship between composer
and commissioning artist is a complex
question. It is impossible to generalize
because there are too many variables, but
in that felicitous confluence between composer, interpreter, and idea, something has
definitely grown from Rumor de Páramo
to Canto de la Monarca. I remember commenting, rather early on in the Rumor
project, to the British composer Stephen
McNeff how delighted I was that my commission had resulted in a collection of
small jewels for the piano repertoire. Later,
as I continued to re-encounter and perform
these pieces over the next few years, I was
awed to find that almost all of them are
truly “keepers.” With the pieces that many
of these same composers have written for
this new project, there has been an evolution from Rumor to Monarca in myriad
delicate and hard-to-define ways, which
has resulted in an extraordinary growth in
our composer-interpreter relationship that
is unique in every case.
The Muses…and the Singular Connection
Who were the women who were selected as muses? Many of these women
are not well known outside of Mexico.
(A collateral goal of Monarca is to make
them better known!) I invite you to visit
www.cantodelamonarca.com, where you
can download a “brief bio” of each in both
English and Spanish. For the list of Monarca muses, the composers, and the titles of
the works, see Figure 1.
And how did I pick the muses? With
the help of my “kitchen cabinet,” a group
of mostly, but not exclusively, women from
Mexico and the United States who care
about my work and have always given me
sound advice. I compiled a list of possible
muses which formed part of the Composer
Guidelines of Monarca. I made clear that
if any composer felt inspired by a woman
not on the list, she or he should feel free to
follow that intuition.
Contrary to the counsel of heads often
wiser than my own, I left to each composer
the choice of muse. It would have been
easier to assign a muse to each composer.
But the more I thought about this option,
the more it seemed to me that it would
be trivializing the possible scope of the
project. Patently ridiculous, the idea that I
could come up with an exhaustive list of
IAWM Journal Volume 18, No. 2 2012

possible muses; even more ridiculous, the
notion that I might be the best arbiter of
which composer would best connect with
which muse.
With time, and as the pieces started to
arrive, I realized that for me an essential part
of Monarca was precisely that singular connection between composer and muse. For
example, as you can see from the list, several composers chose Malintzin/La Malinche.
Upon listening to the music, it is eminently
clear that each composer established an absolutely singular connection with Malintzin.
The same is true with Sor Juana.
Sometimes there are even more personal connections. In the case of Brazil’s Silvia Berg, the piece sprang from a complex
series of events: her first visit to Mexico in
2007 for the world première of Dobles del
Páramo, the piece she wrote for Rumor; the
afternoon when we walked around Coyoacán, ending at Frida Kahlo’s Casa Azul;
and the sudden and tragic death of her husband about a year and a half later.
I find this composer-muse connection
to be one of the most precious and wonderful aspects of Monarca. I believe it shows
how rich these women are as a fount of inspiration for numerous compositional voices.
Diverse Compositional Voices
For me as interpreter, a composer’s
vocabulary does not matter in the least:
what is important for me is the unmistakable presence and authority of that authentic voice. The compositional voices of
Canto de la Monarca are diverse. To mention but a few: they range from the dense,
almost-tonal language of Joelle Wallach,
which evokes complex affekts, to Georgina
Derbez, whose atonal writing manages to
be both austere and sensual; from the almost Webernian economy and profound
eloquence of Alba Potes to the glistening
textures, in counterpoint with very simple
single notes and lines, of Anne LeBaron;
and the bounding, buoyant rhythms of Gabriela Ortiz. I could go on.
One question I am often asked in interviews is: Why did I invite male composers to participate in Song of the Monarch?
I suppose the simple answer is again, curiosity. I wanted to see what these voices,
which I also deeply value, would do with
this central pillar of an idea: Women in
Mexico. Interestingly, it was two of the
male composers who selected the muses
who were not on my original list: Carlos
Cruz de Castro of Spain elected María Sa-

bina; and Mario Lavista of Mexico, artist
Joy LaVille, who was born in England and
resided for decades in Mexico. She is, with
Remedios Varo, a muse who embodies my
guideline that a muse could be a woman
born elsewhere who found her personal
and artistic home in Mexico.
Another question is: Why include foreign (non-Mexican) composers? There is
no short answer. This is a complex issue
and one that I cannot hope to address completely in this space. But I can say that as
an artist and as a former Fulbright Scholar,
one of the goals that lies closest to my heart
is breaking down barriers. I suppose this
has something to do with growing up as the

daughter of a Mexican man and a Nebraska
woman and sensing during my early years
the force of barriers and the importance of
finding ways to move through them: in effect, to connect.
As you will remember, a central part
of the emblem of the Monarch for this project is that this butterfly is a symbol of Mexico’s connection and communication with
the world. I wanted to see what composers of other countries—many with a strong
connection to Mexico—would do with this
theme: I wanted their perspectives. The
result is a kaleidoscope of creation, which
in turn becomes illuminating to all of us,
whatever our country of origin.

Figure 1. Canto de la Monarca: the muse, the composer, and the title of the work

Cervantes: Canto de la Monarca: Mujeres en México/Song of the Monarch: Women in Mexico
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Unashamedly, one of the collateral
goals of Monarca is to send out a good
news story about Mexico to the world and
to Mexico itself. That message has to do
with our magnificent patrimony, of which
a central part is these women. Each of them
dared to soar beyond the expectations of
the societies into which they were born,
and although some of them lived centuries
ago, they have left a still-inspiring legacy
for us, right now.
Recent Events
On 19 October 2010, at the International Cervantino Festival in Mexico, I performed the world première of the Monarca
pieces of Marcela Rodríguez and Horacio
Uribe (Mexico); Pilar Jurado, Carlos Cruz
de Castro, and Tomás Marco (Spain); Jack
Fortner and Charles B. Griffin (US); Alba
Potes (Colombia); Silvia Cabrera Berg
(Brazil); and Paul Barker (Great Britain).
A week later, I played the US première
of these same pieces at the University of
Texas at Dallas. More pieces arrived. I performed a preview première of An Evening
with doña Eduviges: a Fantasy by Stephen
McNeff (Great Britain); and of Lágrimas
y Locuras: Mapping the mind of a Madwoman by Joelle Wallach in the Museo
Iconográfico del Quijote in Guanajuato on
30 June 2011.
I was unable to raise the funds to
continue with Monarca (cf. blog: http://
anacervantespiano.blogspot.mx/2012/06/

thoughts-on-failure-generosity.html).
I used the time to memorize several of the
pieces I had premiered in October 2010 and
performed all of those works extensively in
fundraising concerts in my home. Thus, on
8 July 2012, when I performed the Mexico
City première of the pieces I had played at
the Cervantino Festival in October 2010
(with McNeff substituting for Fortner)
the whole program was considerably transformed. With the luxury of time to truly live
with these pieces—a luxury that money
cannot buy—they had evolved enormously; they were now inside of me instead of
outside on the music stand.
Some three weeks later, on 24 July, I
played the première in Brazil of that same
program, with the gratefully-acknowledged support of CONACULTA, the National Council for Culture and the Arts of
Mexico—now with Fortner instead of McNeff—in an international meeting at the
University of São Paulo-Ribeirão Preto,
followed two days later by a session with
young pianists and composers about the
music I had played. With composer Silvia
Cabrera Berg in the audience, I played her
work from memory. It was the first time
we had seen each other since the première
in Mexico in 2010, and it was an intensely
emotional moment (for a live video recording, please visit http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=d36HEkKTFG8).
In Mexico on 9 and 10 August,
I played Cabrera Berg, Uribe, Wal-

lach, Barker, and McNeff, together with
CPE Bach and Liszt’s version of Robert
Schumann’s Widmung in a collaborative
program with poet Lirio Garduño, who
read from her own poetry inspired by the
Monarca muses, as well as poetry of Sor
Juana Inés de la Cruz and of Rilke (in her
own translation from the German—the
woman speaks five languages). We did
these concerts in small towns, for audiences that supposedly have neither experience
nor interest in “contemporary” music: the
response was overwhelmingly emotional
and warm.
On Wednesday 10 October 2012, I will
perform the world première of the Monarca
pieces of Gabriela Ortiz and Georgina Derbez (Mexico) and of Anne LeBaron (US)
at the International Cervantino Festival in
Mexico; and the Cervantino premières of
Wallach and McNeff, together with two of
Debussy’s magnificent Études, in a program titled Siete vuelos y un visionario
(Seven Flights and a Visionary). On 13
October I will repeat that same program,
accompanied by Anne LeBaron in a preconcert talk, in the city of Aguascalientes,
thanks to the support of the US ConsulateGeneral in Guadalajara, Mexico.
On 10 November, in beautiful Guanajuato (my home town), Lirio Garduño and
I will repeat the concert we performed in
those small hamlets in our home state in
August. In late November, with profound
thanks to FONCA (Mexican National
Foundation for Culture and the Arts), I will
perform the Monarca pieces of Rodríguez
and Uribe of Mexico, Cabrera Berg of Brazil, and Barker of Great Britain, among
others, in the XXV Festival of New Music
of La Habana: the première in Cuba of at
least some of this splendid Monarca music.
To Be Continued
This is an ongoing story. In a sense,
all music is: created, then—with luck and
commitment—interpreted and heard by
myriad listeners. The commitment part has
a lot to do with the interpreter. For me it
is essential to share the music I believe in
with as many listeners as possible. It has
always seemed to me the height of folly to
spend hundreds of hours preparing an interpretation to perform a piece only once
or twice. It could be argued that I should
spend more time preparing new repertoire
and less time memorizing pieces I have
already played. Perhaps and perhaps not.
(For a related blog, see http://anacervan-
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tespiano.blogspot.mx/2012/08/thoughtson-memorizing-really-really.html.)
If there is a connecting thread that runs
through all this, it is that of connection:
between this new music and audiences in
small towns in my home state of Guanajuato, in Brazil, in Dallas, Texas, in an international festival such as the Cervantino.
It is a connection made possible, I believe,
by that felicitous confluence between composer and interpreter that I mentioned ear-

lier. “Only connect,” said the British writer
E.M. Forster. For me, this includes connection between composer and interpreter, between interpreter and listener, and between
composer and inspiration for the work.
An alumna of Bard College (USA) and a Fulbright-García Robles Senior Scholar (US-Mexico 1999-2000), Ana Cervantes names Joan
Tower and the late Theodore Lettvin as her
most important teachers. She has taught on the
adjunct faculties of Princeton University and

Westminster Choir College of Rider University,
and at the University of Guanajuato. Cervantes
leads an active international life as a performer
and teacher, and she is currently based in Guanajuato, Mexico. Critics have praised her as “a
physical, emotional performer with mastery of
tone and color” (Newark Star-Ledger, USA)
and as an artist of “commanding intensity”
(MusicWeb International, UK). For additional
information, please see: www.cervantespiano.
com; www.anacervantespiano.blogspot.com;
and www.cantodelamonarca.com.

Virtual Opera Production: The Making of Libertaria, Part 1
SABRINA PEÑA YOUNG

Creating a full-length opera in the twentyfirst century requires a composer’s ingenuity and ability to think outside the box and
into cyberspace. What do crowdsourcing,
machinima, virtual auditions, social networking, and a libretto have in common?
Each is a key element in the production
of Libertaria: The Virtual Opera, a feature-length sci-fi animated opera created
through online collaboration and cutting
edge technology.
For those who live outside the twentyfirst century digital world, terms such as
crowdsourcing,
virtual, and machinima may seem
like a foreign language out of a
Ray Bradbury scifi novel. Crowdsourcing involves
assigning tasks
for your project to Sabrina Peña Young
the public at-large. More than simply outsourced, a project that is crowdsourced can
involve dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of people contributing a small part
to the creative whole. Typically, one person acts as the “brain” of the project, consolidating the many parts into a cohesive
project. Projects such as Vox Novus 60x60
and Free Will: Opera by You are two music
projects that use crowdsourcing ideas. The
author’s recent article for NewMusicBox,
“The Compositional Collective: Crowdsourcing and Collaboration in the Digital
Age,” delves into more specific examples
of crowdsourcing in composition.
Libertaria is a virtual opera, or an opera that exists outside the physical realm.
How is Libertaria virtual? Libertaria: The
Virtual Opera has a real cast conduct virtual rehearsals for avatars that perform the

opera to a synthesized score on a virtual
stage created in a 3D environment using the
virtual animation style known as “machinima.” The machinima style of animation
originated with video game “fan” movies.
Gamers manipulated and recorded characters in Quake or Halo to create movies with
storylines. Today “machinima” means any
type of animation that involves directing virtual actors in a computer-generated
3D environment and is not limited to video games. The choice to use machinima
and animation stemmed from the ideas to
emulate graphic novel-based imagery, like
Marvel’s Motion Comics, to compensate
for a comparatively small animation team,
and to create an opera that could reach a
broader audience through cyberspace.
Virtual Auditions and Crowdsourcing
In cyberspace, one person reaches out
to tens of thousands of others with a tap on
an iPad. The potential talent pool for any
project explodes exponentially online.
Creative individuals use sites such as
Kickstarter, MusicXray, Wreckamovie.
com, and the Amazon Turk to reach out to
countless numbers of potential skilled musicians and artists. Wreckamovie, a crowdsourcing website for film and music productions, makes international collaboration
easy for productions like the recent Free
Will: Opera by You, premiered at the Savonlinna Opera Festival this summer. The
Amazon Turk, run by Amazon.com, allows
a person to assign hundreds of microtasks at
pennies apiece. A composer can sign up as
Music Industry Professional at MusicXray
and easily set up virtual auditions that reach
tens of thousands of musicians. These sites
are simply a handful of the incredible networking tools available today.
Creating an opera as a one-woman
show normally demands vast resources

well outside the average struggling musician’s immediate grasp. Add to that a need
for mobility and choosing to create an
opera outside the realm of a specific geographic location makes perfect sense to the
twenty-first-century musician. Libertaria:
The Virtual Opera has a virtual stage, a
virtual orchestra, a virtual choir, virtual
rehearsals, and virtual actors. Libertaria’s
operatic sci-fi tale of evil geneticists, drug
addiction, explosions, and a post-USA dystopia depends heavily on technology for its
execution and creation.
Using such as websites as MusicXray,
Artistopia, Facebook, and Twitter, the author hosted a series of online auditions in
summer of 2011. Interested parties submitted audition mp3s via e-mail or MusicXray,
which has a simple interface for reviewing
sound clips. Accepted singers signed a talent release and received a Cast Information Packet that included a Welcome Letter, schedule, cast assignments, and home
recording information. The cast for Libertaria morphs over time because of singer
availability and score needs, with current
openings for chorus members for the finale.
Opera Rehearsals at Bandcamp
Organizing a cast virtually has distinct
challenges. Libertaria: The Virtual Opera
has a core cast of ten talented vocalists with
incredibly diverse backgrounds. Talented
opera singers Kate Sikora and Gracia Gillund share the lead role of Libertaria, with
Gretchen Suarez-Peña taking on the difficult antagonist Lucinde. Eclectic artist Matthew Meadows and electronic music guru
Perry Cook lend two distinct styles for the
male lead of Simeon, an addict who ages in
reverse. Talented singers Jennifer Hermansky, Lucas Matias Mora, and others round
out the international cast. None of these
cast members have met for a rehearsal.
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